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The Transformation of Wholesale Markets in the Tohoku Region:
Focusing on Vegetable Market
Takaaki KOGANEZAWA ・ Hiroyuki SATO
Summary
　　This study takes the Tohoku region to analyze what type of collection and shipment structure wholesale 
companies create under the transformation of wholesale markets and how the difference in transaction manners 
affects the existence of the markets. The diversification of collection and shipment partners has created this 
difference. 
　　In terms of Tohoku's marketing trend, it develops that wholesale markets take account of various 
transaction manners to secure production regions as the regions at the point of collection becomes spatially 
dispersed and seasonless. Also, it becomes clear that the trend gets more solidified to have third-party sale 
create its own sale channel which does not go through wholesale companies. This is based on the decreasing 
trend of sale channel through wholesale companies at the point of sorting. Thus, transaction manners become 
diversified with the diversification of collection and shipment partners. In recent years, reserved transactions 
increase. Reserved transactions are classified into further types such as reserved negotiation transactions and 
contracted transactions based on collection and shipment partners. It is assumed that the analysis of difference 
in these transaction manners leads to the analysis of difference in wholesalers' characteristics such as collection 
and shipment partners and handling merchandise. Then, these transaction forms are broken down to into 
patterns to reveal the difference in management strategies in Tohoku's wholesale companies by pattern. 
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